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Firstly let me apologise for the lateness of this issue of On the Edge. With the many hats we
both wear and the busy lives we have it can be a struggle for us to get everything done, and
there are quite a few things to discuss in this issue.
The Melbourne guild show this year was the last for Terri and I as show committee as it is pretty
taxing taking it on along with the roles of president and newsletter editor. A big thanks to Zac
Cheong and Scott Broad for putting up their hands to take it on next year. This year went well
with everyone enjoying themselves, a good percentage of knives sold and the show breaking
even. More about the show later.
At the AGM much was discussed including the appointment of a new secretary/treasurer which
is one of the most important roles in the guild. Two years ago Rob Herbert put his hand up to
do the job in spite of him being a very busy family man and only a probationary member at the
time. It was quite disappointing that no-one was willing to take on the role this year. While Rob
has decided to do one more year with some help from Terri, it shouldn’t be the responsibility of
the same old hands to continually do everything. If the guild is to survive there has to be
people willing to get involved. I should remind everyone that the position of president will also
be up for re-election next year and if I was to not stand for the position we would be looking for
a new president and secretary/treasurer all in the one year.
I’ve had plent of questions recently about the ongoing concerns over dagger exemptions and as
previously discussed, I have been in contact with Di Bunnett from the justice department in
relation to this. It was supposed to be all cleared up by March this year and she has assured
me that we will be guaranteed the exemption and that we will be notified once this has all been
worked out between them and the police. Typical of government departments, I haven’t heard
back from her since May. The best thing that we can do is follow the stipulations set out in last
quarter’s newsletter in the meantime until we get word from them.
One of the things stated in the justice department’s rules refers to an allowance for junior
members. According to them we can have junior members as the rules set out cover many
different clubs like highland dancing and martial arts and various re-enactment groups, all of
whom have many junior members. With this in mind, at the AGM I put the question to the
members about adding a junior membership option to the guild. Obviously knifemaking is
usually considered more of an adult pursuit with costs of equipment, supplies and the use of
power tools, and for a young person it would require a lot of supervision and support from
parents but not a great deal more so than other everyday activities. Having five kids I know all
about running around after them! Quite a number of us have children who have an interest in
making knives and it would be these kids, with a few interested and dedicated others from the
general public, who would become our junior members. Let’s face it, almost every one of us
made some sort of crude knife as a kid. Imagine how good we would all be now if we’d had the
guidance of someone in the guild from the age of about ten or twelve. The main objection to
junior membership seemed to centre around what the media would do if they found out. The
only example of this I can think of is SBS’ documentary ‘The Passionate Apprentice’ about
Tasmanian knifemaker John Hounslow-Robinson. This was probably the most positive media
coverage of knifemaking ever. It showed John instructing his teenage apprentice, a young
fellow obviously not academically inclined, giving him direction and purpose in life as well as
passing on his knowledge. Pity neither of them were members of the guild. I really don’t know
what we are frightened of. Even in the worst cases knifemaking barely registers a five minute
blip on the media radar. Shawn’s suggestion that we make the junior membership a family one
was a great idea as it would foster the parental support needed for a junior’s participation
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and the simple change in name could be enough to blunt any overly sensationalist negative
media hype.
My proposal, if agreed upon by the members, is that for $30 a year a young person perhaps
twelve years or older, and his/her parent has a family membership. They would have the
rights of a probationary member with access to the guild’s resources and once they reach
eighteen could then be assessed for full membership. As they could have potentially been a
junior for up to six years it would be unnecessary to wait the usual probationary year before
assessment, as long as their work was up to standard. Obviously if a junior wished to display
their knives at the show they would have to have a parent with them. As far as a junior selling
their knives, there is absolutely no mention in the legislation that it is illegal and even ebay
doesn’t have a problem with it providing there is adult consent given and the knives aren’t sold
to an under-eighteen.
A member asked who were the children demanding to become guild members. Where I come
from, the children don’t make demands, it’s up to the adults to show the initiative and
leadership for their benefit. Remember the guild’s mission statement of purpose: Promote,
preserve and develop the craftsmanship of knifemaking. I think teaching our kids would have
to help in that. I can think of three kids who would be interested in joining the guild and that
doesn’t include my own or another young lady who I know but is too young yet. One of those
three kids has started to teach his own father, by the way.
Feel free to let me know your thoughts on this matter. I would like to have it implemented at
the AGM next year if possible.
Our AKG website is in the process of being updated by Karim. There has been some trouble
with it lately but the new site is going to be worth the wait. Karim also gave us a quick report
on his micro show, a small event run over one day in a local hall with free tables for the
displaying makers and plenty of community advertising. It’s great low-cost event idea with
good knife sales, good crowd numbers and a great opportunity to promote knifemaking in
general. Well done to Karim for putting in this effort, and it’s sure to get others thinking about
doing a micro show of their own. Thanks also to Karim for all the work and effort put into our
website, which is no small task. It is greatly appreciated by all.
We are hearing a lot of good buzz about Keith and Corin’s International Knife Show in Sydney,
the proposed venue sounds perfect for the show and we wish the guys every success with
their highly anticipated event. Also, we have heard that Kryal Castle, here in Ballarat, is
running an event similar to Ironfest late November and could be of interest to some. We will
keep you posted as we get more details. Also in November is Peter Bald’s Adelaide Show and
if you haven’t already done so, book your table now. They always go fast as this is a popular
event. All the best to Peter for a successful weekend.
Sadly, we have recently and rather suddenly lost a treasured and much-loved member, Maurie
McCarthy. People often ask why they should join the guild when they can run a website to sell
their own knives and get knifemaking tips from dvds and off the internet. True, you can do this,
but then you would miss out on meeting people like Maurie. Not only were his knives worldclass, but so was the man. With his talent you might even expect him to be a bit elitist but he
was anything but. He would spend just as much time explaining things to a nineteen year old
beginner like me 23 years ago as he would sharing his knowledge with an old hand. Let’s not
forget that Maurie would attend shows regardless of whether he sold knives or not. Plenty of
patrons would come to shows just to see his work and then go buy more affordable knives
from others so we all owe Maurie a great deal more than most would realise. He was my
inspiration and a friend as well as a pillar of the guild. Shows will not be the same without him,
he will be very much missed. RIP Maurie.
Adam.
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Well I know that it has been a very busy time for me in the shed with the arrival of my new
Wilmont TAG 1 01 grinder. It’s really been a huge investment but a bloody awesome bit of kit.
It’s making a lot of difference.
The show was another success with the Guild taking just over $4600.00. On par with the
world we do pretty darn well for a relatively small group.
I would like to remind the membership that my position WILL be coming up so start
thinkingJJJJJ.. If you want to help your guild keep travelling in the right direction.
I am waiting with poised eyeballs for the arrival of an email from Hanna, the manager of the
Ibis hotel function dept,’ for a fixed price for rooms for next year’s show.
I made a few comments on the huge difference in room pricing and it seems we will get an
offer that will stand for a month or so, to assist us in pre booking now for a reduced room rate.
To pre book they don’t need a deposit just a credit card number, I will let you all know when I
know.
Reminding you all that payments for memberships and such will only be accepted from
January 201 4 to end of February 201 4. I have a lot on my plate and streamlining this helps
everything flow better. It also helps bring everyone inline to paying for the same amount of
membership – 1 2 months for 1 2 months.
Lets see some work sent in to Terri for publication !
Cheers
Rob Herbert ( Herbie)

A pair of hunters
made for a close
friend.
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Photo by Mike Maison

It is with great sadness that we acknowledge the passing of a great friend and true master of
the Guild. If anyone embodied all that the Guild represented it was Maurie. His loss leaves
us all poorer for no longer having him in our lives but we are forever enriched by knowing him.
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Maurie with Leila Haddad at the show this year.

Another fine example of
Maurie's breathtaking work and
his sense of humour. I made
several attempts to photograph
this piece and each time I would
straighten it, Maurie insisted on
moving it so it was crooked
before I took the pic. This is the
result, and it was lucky the photo
wasn't more out of focus
considering I was laughing so
much at the time.
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Jason Weightman
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Leila Haddad

Alistair Phillips
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Scott Broad

Zac Cheong
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Mal Hannan

Ali Bastian - Best Forged/Damascus

Peter Del Raso - Best In Show
11 .

201 3 SHOW REPORT
The show has come and gone for another year and things have pretty much added up to the
same as last year. We only had two hundred patrons through the door but sold 99 knives so in
that respect the show was pretty successful. Zac sold the most of everyone, 1 4 in total, which
made a great show for him.
Close to 350 raffle tickets were sold thanks to those who helped out with pre-show sales so we
doubled our money there. There was a slight increase in makers’ numbers this year although
we came up just short of paying for the room with table fees, hopefully next year we will keep
the momentum going and add even more makers to the list. All up the show came in about
even, but it is hard to determine the success of a show just from the facts. The vibe is allimportant and this year everyone seemed to be in great spirits, newer makers loading up on
information and making new friends and the old hands enjoying each others’ company yet
again.
As part of the outgoing show committee I would like to thank Mike Maison for his work in
advertising, his new pull-up guild banners look fantastic and will be an asset for years to come.
Most of all I would like to thank Zac Cheong and Scott Broad for putting up their hands to take
on the job next year. They will have all the help and support they require from us and we look
forward to the entire Guild getting behind them and giving whatever help they need to make
next year’s show a great one. The overall success of the show comes down to the
involvement of all members even if it means just being part of things on the day.
I would also like to thank my wife Terri for all the behind the scenes work she does. When I am
working or some fancy computer skills are required it’s her who steps up and gets things done,
and not forgetting Herbie, the secretary/treasurer, as he has to take all the table bookings,
some of them very last-minute too.
One last thing to mention about the show, some people were a bit upset at the huge variation
in the costs of the hotel rooms. The different rates depending on the method of booking was
confusing for everyone and Herbie has been working hard with the Ibis people to come to
some arrangement which we hope will be sorted very soon. Thanks everyone, Adam.

SHOW WINNERS
Peter Del Raso - Maurie McCarthy Art Knife Award (Best in Show)
Peter Del Raso - Best Small Game
Ali Bastian - Best Forged/Damascus
Keith Fludder/Peter Bald - Best Hunter
Branko Giljevic - Best Folder
Peter Del Raso - Best Utility
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AUSTRALIAN KNIFEMAKERS GUILD
MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Meeting opened at 1 648 MAY 4, 201 3
PRESENT
Karim Haddad, Peter Del Raso, Zac Cheong, Alistair Phillips, Wal Bidgood, Maurie McCarthy,
Branko Giljevic, Michael Fechner, Robert Faulkner, Peter Bald, Mal Hannan, Mike Maison,
Stewart Townsend, Shawn McIntyre, Brendan Ware, Robert Herbert, Terri Parker, Adam
Parker, Ali Bastian, Keith Fludder, Corin Urquhart, Scott Broad, Jason Weightman, Doug
Timbs.
APOLOGIES
Matt Brook, David Brodziak, Bruce Barnett, John Kilby, Thomas Gerner, Mike Petersen
President Adam Parker opened the meeting and welcomed all present.
MINUTES
The minutes of the previous meeting held at the Ibis Hotel on May 5, 201 2, were read.
Moved: Peter Del Raso. Seconded: Scott Broad.
MATTERS ARISING
Matters arising from previous minutes - nil.
REPORTS
President Adam Parker spoke of those running knifemaking courses which help in recruiting
and bringing the Guild into the present with online and electronic functions as well as the
website which needs to be further utilised by members. Sec/Treas Rob Herbert read the
treasurer/secretary report and what membership fees cover for members. Paypal is working
well for payment of fees. A number of organisations have thanked us for our involvement:
Archery Action, Metal and Wood Show. Vice Pres. Stewart Townsend spoke of his work with
emails received via the website and that many have been directed successfully to members
who can assist. Moved: Shawn McIntyre. Seconded: Karim Haddad.
ELECTION OF OFFICE BEARERS
Mike Maison was renewed as an honorary member and was asked to continue his supporting
role for show committee. Moved: Adam Parker. Seconded: Shawn McIntyre.
Show committee – President Adam Parker called for nominations. Zac Cheong volunteered,
along with Scott Broad and Mike Maison.
Secretary/Treasurer. President Adam Parker declared the position open. Rob Herbert put
forward the option of making the one position into two. With no response from the members
present, Rob Herbert nominated himself for a further 1 2 months. Moved Adam Parker.
Seconded Peter Del Raso. Unanimously accepted.
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GENERAL BUSINESS
President Adam Parker has put forward a preliminary proposal for the Probationary
Assessment Form which has been viewed by State Reps and it was suggested by Peter Del
Raso that some adjustments needed to be made. Mention of the double-egded exemption
was made concerning that it was still in progress and new stipulations to the exemption were
covered. It was stated that there was scope for a junior membership to be added to the Guild.
Adam proposed two types of membership 1 ) that the junior should remain at probie level until
1 8 2) that the junior should be able to attain full voting membership upon reaching skill level.
Upon voting the majority accepted that a junior membership was to be created. Discussion
was raised about the age range, and what stipulations there should be within the membership.
After further discussion the decision to instate a junior membership was stricken from the
record. Shawn suggested that for a junior membership to be functional it should be a family
membership to avoid issues with minors knifemaking without parental consent. Rob Herbert
suggested that the issue should be left for further discussion. Unanimous consent. Peter Bald
suggested that this be discussed and a motion for the next AGM to be put in place. VP
Stewart Townsend made mention of the AKG section of the ABF for a place to gather and
discuss things. President Adam Parker raised the issue of the Master Guildsman suggestion
from last year and asked who was for and against, and after a vote more discussion was
called for. Adam outlined what had been talked about in regards to the subject. Discussion
was made about several options instead including the already present Life membership and
Honorary membership. Master Guildsman option was dismissed.
Sec/Treas spoke about upcoming show Metal and Wood. .
Karim spoke briefly about his micro show in Canberra which was a low-cost low-advertising
introduction to knifemaking. It was popular and successful and he is going to run another in
December. Karim proposed that others might do similar in other areas.
Mike had a brief presentation on the ABF for the interest of members.
Corin spoke of his upcoming show in Sydney and asked for the Guild to support it.
Probationary members voted to full membership: Scott Broad, Zac Cheong, Jason
Weightman, Terri Parker.
Next AGM Saturday May 3, 201 4, Hotel Ibis, Therry Street Melbourne.
Meeting Closed – 1 8.1 8
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UPCOMING SHOWS
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NAME
FULL MEMBERS
BALD Peter
BARN Col
BARNETT Bruce
BARRET Denis
BASTIAN Alistair
BLACK Matt
BROAD Scott
BROOK Matt
BRODZIAK David
BURDETT Stuart
COX Terrance
CHEONG Zac
DEERING Jim
DEL RASO Peter
FAULKNER Rob
FECHNER Michael
FLUDDER Keith
FOXWELL John
GERNER Thomas
GILJEVIC Branko
GORDON Peter
GUNSTON Barry
HADDAD Karim
HANNAN Mal
HARRINGTON Jamie
HARRIS ROD
HENKE Glenn
HERBERT Robert
JAMES Matt
JOHNSON Dean
KANDAVNIEKS Peter
KENNEY Peter
KISS Joe
KLITSCHER Robert
McINTYRE Shawn
McLARTY John
MENDE Ray
MOASE Richard
PARKER Adam
PARKER Terri
PECK Jeff
PHILLIPS Alistair
SAUNDERS Wayne
SHANAUGHAN Murray
STEELE Jim
STINES Rod
TIMBS Doug

STATE

SA
QLD
WA
NSW
SA
VIC
SA
WA
WA
NSW
NSW
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
SA
NSW
NSW
WA
VIC
SA
VIC
ACT
NSW
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
NZ
VIC
VIC
VIC
SA
VIC
SA
VIC
NSW
VIC
VIC
NSW
ACT
NSW
VIC
WA
QLD
QLD

|
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TOWNSEND Stewart
WANGERMANN Hardy
WARE Brendan
WEIGHTMAN Jason
YEATS Ross

QLD
VIC
TAS
VIC
WA

PROBATIONARY MEMBERS

BRYANT Craig
GEORGE Greg
MACAULAY Andrew
MERCHANT Bruce
ODGERS Garry
RAE Robert
URQUHART Corin

VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
SA
QLD
NSW

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
BONNER Charlie
BORGHOUTS Peter
BOUNDS James
CALCAGINO Alex
COOPER Richard
COOPER Stephen
COWAN Marc
DAY Jim
DUNN David
FLECKHAMMER Dietmar
GLADSTONE James
JEPSON Peter
MAISON Mike (honorary)
MONCRIEFF Peter
OLIVER Ray
O’NEILL Gerard
PEDINI Marcello
SHARP Neville

VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC

LIFE/HONORARY
BIDGOOD Wal
HUSIAK Myron
ROWLEY Fred
SIMMONDS Kurt
ZEMITIS Joe

VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
NSW
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